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1.	 We will summarize
Erich WENGFIR to the postponement
Reference reported that
appeared to accept the reasons
statters and last minute,
nedditsitated absence from
period.	 However, after
doubts, which they voiced
the postponement. 	 Both
them-..to believe-that the
was 'very similar to the
1962.

.	 .2..	 MEIER appeared
mighthavebeen reasons
among Other things, the
have come into possession
upon him or WENGER personally.

•	 part. j. but emphasized that
postponement than met the

.	 .	 30	 WENGER!s reaction
be'noted that, when the
exPreSsed some concern to
trip discreetly because
if that were the case he
any fUture planned visits.
be an obstacle to future
assured him at the time
poStponement and predicted
in the Spring of 1963.
recent, and second, postponement
against cancellation of
plans,,	 When we asked him
doubt in his mind that the
embarrassment to KUBARE
related to us full det6.1s
eliminating only referedces
to the office of Dr. TO'ZKA.
whOOre were in his office
GERKEN at which time he
to tell us. (Comment: GERKEN
him and since he claimed
after completing the business
CE ease and felt confident
learn of it in due course.)
the anonymous tip to Per

63 -to, C4'.001C(g4‘ai)
A""",,----

here the rActions of Dr. Itlic . d MEIEFto,n.
of their planned visit to PBPRIME in 'May

MEIER and WENGER, when first informed of the,POStp%rlp
given, namely, illness of_several k-Eile-vrtgotIC.,-;‘,"

changes in the travel plans . of
Headquarters of other key staiTers during the

some reflection both MEIER and WENGER developed
to us a few days later, that this was the real

of them commented, for example, that it was difficult
reason given was the real reason particularly

explanation given for the postponement in the A titUmn

to be genuinely disturbed by the thought that
which KUBARK did not want to disclose. 	 He comMented
thought had entered his mind that KUBARK could

of a report which reflected adversely upea till.i*lafV
He admitted that this was purely conjeC*re

he had the distinct impression that there Wat(More
eye and this left him with an uneasy feeling.'

requires somewhat rQz ,elabor;	 .e	 -	 -

trip planned for 'ijhe Ataumn of T6 	 “.s postpone
us that , this could be an attempt by KUBARK to.

of his Gestapo background. 	 At that time he emphasized
hoped we would so inform him and then eliminate

He stated that under no circumstances did he
viSits by others including his own subordinates.

that his background had absolutely nothing:to do
that this would be proven when the trip materialized

When we visited WENGER's office a few days after
WENGER commented that the best way to

future le fts would be to eliminate him frdm any
to exaain this remark he stated-that there was
trip was cancelledbecause of the dange.r,of

resulting from his derogatory baCkground. -He then
of the anonymous tip to Der Stern previdusly
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to Peter STAEHLE, the correspondent,
At the same time WENGER reMinded

in approximately mid-April
commented that GERKEN would probably

did not volunteer anythdg
to have a tight schedule tl, 1„;

at hand.	 We assAmedi GER
that, whateverwithe rtature 5'4Ali

WENGER now explained *ft ,
Stern, that' he had urged GE "EN

and the
us of an-occasion

shortly before calling
have something

special when we
day we cut our visit
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t the matter in qUestion
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+. We assured WENGER that his background had nothing to do with the
postponement of the trip pointing out that his past was no secret to ,U6'.,that

	

, if it had been an obstacle we wou]rd„not,haveinVited 7,7	
told

,. the first

him 

past 

his professional competence in his . eurla4 pS4itio=
would . ertainly not have rescheduled the visit after one

and respected by KUBARK and that this car ed 141.

de and

U$ than

•
gnized

his Past membership in the GESTAPO. .Alth •..: podgibly no i • y reassure	 our
renia044 We had the feeling that they impressed WENGER4Obnsiderably. Nevertheless
he re-emphasized that, if his background does represent an obstacle, he :hoped we
WoW4;,not let it jeopardtze Opportunities for visits by any of his colleagues. 	 4
WEilgOtcommented that he coaaiders it likely that the provocation against him was
inSi6004 by the East; on thr other hand, he does not rule out the possibility that
the Israeli IS was behind it. He conjectures that the latter might have
errbneously blamed the BfV for the arrest of Otto JOKLIK and Joseph BEN GAL in
Switzerland. It will be recalled that the Swiss authorities credited German
counter intelligence authorities with having rendered considerable assistance in
this action. Actually the BfV was not involved; the LEA Baden WuertteMberg passed
the lead directly to the Swiss authorities. WENGER is also at least mildly concern :d
that someone within the BfV may have leaked information on him, Additional
comMents by WENGER on his background and its effect on his career will be:
reported separately.

5. Although MEIER and WENGER fully appreciate their status'ae4Uigsts of
KUS;4* on such a visit as contemplated, it must be recognized that recurrent
scheduling and postponement will inevitably complicate our liaison relationship,
particularly as the pretexts for postponement become p'ogressivly
We still feel strongly that a visit by MEIER and WENGER WOUiCSA A higbr
productive exercise. Accordingly we request Heed 	 ters co ,	 -1 ,,
DIR ....35459 constitutes authoritk to rescheake ti kle vas '	 ,T	 ep	 of thi
year*. In establishing a new seheduleye believe that we should be prepared to
f011bii:through with the visit even at some risk on the matter of WENGERtr
badkgneund. It is our opinion that the risk is actually small, particularly when •
mea00 against WENGER t s value to the CE effort in the Federal Republie:Ahd his
spe4l value to KUBARK as a liaison partner. WENGER t s background has been a
conStatt burden to him and has caused him considerable difficulty and 44appointmen
It*iild not be in the interest of KUBARK or the BfV to aggravate the situation
further by still another postponement.

6. It should be mentioned that we anticipatesome difficulty :in

reseheduling a trip for MEIER and WENGER together in Geptember. GERKKN4lans to
use *S remaining aceumulated leave at that time after which he will 1704re. With
MEIER replacing him it will be difficult to arrange for both MEIER and WENGER to be
absent at the same time. We are hopeful, however, that this will still be possible,
andWOuld like to initiate concrete discussions on th matter without undue delay.

7. As yet there has been no publicity on NGER. With the passage of
time and the recession Of public interest in other cases, such as SAEVECU t s, we
believe the likelihood of WENGER t s case hitting the pcess will grow preOessively
remote.
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